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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A web is any material that is produced as a continuous, flexible, thin sheet

able to withstand a high tensile stress, but unable to support a low compressive

stress (1). Examples of webs include: material foil, polyester film, paper, and

textiles.

Web manufacturing includes equipment functions requiring the web to be

unwound, transported by rollers through different production steps, (such as

printing, coating, laminating, etc.), and wound on a roller to be stored (2). During

processing there are many opportunities for the web to obtain permanent defects

that can affect the quality of the final product, thus producing high costs and

material loss. Among those defects are wrinkles.

Wrinkles can be formed in the machine direction and/or in a direction not

parallel to the machine direction. Wrinkles not aligned with the machine

direction are called "shear wrinkles"(3). Good, Gehlbach and Kedl (3) have

demonstrated that shear wrinkles are induced by lateral deformations, and hence

shear on the web. Their research indicates the main reasons for deformations are

mis-aligned rolls, controlled guide rolls, interaction roller-web, and web twist.

In the case of machine direction web wrinkling, Shelton (4) indicated that

a lateral compressive strain/ stress is responsible for wrinkle formation. This
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compressive strain/ stress may be produced by a roller deflection, a decrease in

the tension across a driven roller, an increase in temperature and moisture, and

the bending of a wound roll.

Shelton developed a theory of lateral compression for web wrinkles (4).

According to Shelton's theory (4), in the case of web wrinkling due to roller

deflection, there are two types of compressive stresses in the cross machine

direction. The first type of the compressive stress causes wrinkles in a tensioned

free web span. This stress is determined by the theory of elastic stability

researched by Timoshenko and Gere (5) for a rectangular plate with uniform

distributed load in the machine direction. The second stress is the lateral

compressive stress that produces wrinkles in the web wrapping a roller. This

stress is based on the theory of buckling of pressurized cylindrical shells (5).

Shelton found that the critical compressive stress that buckles a web wrapping a

roller is greater than the compressive stress that wrinkles a web span. For that

reason, he concluded that one requirement of getting wrinkles in the web over a

roller is to reach the buckling stress for a cylindrical shell without internal

pressure.

Shelton's theory (4) goes on to indicate that the other condition required

to maintain web wrinkles along the roller surface is the lateral surface force. This

force is due to frictional contact with the web on the roller being greater than the

compressive internal force due to buckling stress.

14



Duvall (6) performed several tests on a model based on Shelton's theory of

buckling due to lateral forces caused by a deflecting roller. He found that the

strains induced due to roller curvature were extremely high compared to the

critical buckling strain. Duvall concluded that the maximum compressive strain

due to bending on the top surface of the roller, matched with the experimental

results.

Predicting web wrinkling is valuable in the web handling industry due to

frustration, excessive costs, and the time involved with these defects. The

purpose of this study is to develop a model to predict wrinkles in the machine

direction in a web wrapping over a roller induced by roller deflection. Focusing

on practical applications, the motivation is to develop a procedure based on

simple equations. This application can be used in industry without requiring

high-powered computers and sophisticated technology. To achieve that goal,

and based on previous research, a web span is considered subjected to an

assumed traction that causes a parabolic roller deflection. Expressions for web

stress, web deformation in the machine direction, and roller deflection, among

others, will be determined using energy methods and classical solid mechanics.

Finally, theoretical wrinkling conditions will be established by enforcing

compatibility between web-roller deformations and between the lateral

compressive stress and buckling stress.

The experimental part of this study consists of building several flexible

rollers for testing and a frame which was sufficient to support the required

15



instruments on the testing machine. Each roller will be deflected by a web

tension obtaining web-wrinkling conditions over the roller. The correlation given

among roller dimensions, roller properties, web dimensions, web properties,

web span, web velocity and roller deflections will allow us to compare the

experimental results to the theoretical computations and to determine a grade of

accuracy of the proposed prediction model.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In web handling, roller deflections can be caused by web traction.

Considering the roller as a beam, for reasons of simple analysis and derivations,

it has been verified that the parabolic shape is a reasonable approximation, even

though the deflection curve is not exactly in the form of parabola (4). This

geometry transfers a parabolic traction to the web when it conforms to the roller.

The objective of this chapter is to find a mathematical expression for the

parabolic traction that produces simultaneously the same deformation at the

roller and at the web under wrinkling conditions. To achieve that goal, we

assume a polynomial expression for the web traction, this expression is

composed of the numerical coefficients 51 and 52 which are functions of

material properties and dimensional characteristics. Web span and roller

deflection problems will be analyzed using the theory of elasticity. Based on

Shelton's theory of lateral compression caused by roller deflection and other

studies, the assumed parabolic traction will be verified for the inducement of

wrinkle existence in the web wrapping over the roller.

17



2.1 Traction Boundary Valued Problem for a Web Span

Web spans can be analyzed using the criteria of two-dimensional elasticity

in plane stress problems.

The geometry of a web is basically a thin plate or membrane with one

dimension (thickness) much smaller than the others. The distributed load is

applied over the thickness in the machine direction. In this case we consider no

body forces in the plate problem.

The exact solution of two-dimensional problems in elasticity requires

satisfying the following conditions: boundary conditions (kinematically

admissible state), equilibrium conditions and compatibility equations(7).

..
......

..
..b

J.. .--_+;" ..... ~ x..

i

... .... ....
...... ..

q=Sl+S2y 2

Figure 1. Web span modeled as a thin plate.
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Figure 1 shows a web span modeled as a thin plate subjected to a

parabolic distributed traction q. This web traction is assumed to have the

following mathematical expression:

q=Sl+S2y 2

where Sl and S2 are numerical coefficients.

Rivello (8) obtained an approximate solution for a plane stress plate

[1]

problem with a pure parabolic traction in the form of a polynomial term (the

parabolic traction) plus an infinite series. Rivello's stress function was modified

in order to introduce our more general parabolic web traction as follows:

where al a2 and a3 are undefined constants.

The two first terms satisfy the essential (traction) boundary condition, and

the third term assures no more stresses on the boundary. The series was

truncated after the first three terms al a2 and a3.

From classic solid mechanics (7), we know that a stress function ¢ (x, y) is

related to stress as follows:

19



The normal stress in the machine direction (MD) is determined by:

[3]

The normal stress in the cross machine direction (CMD) is determined by:

[4]

and the shear stress can be found by:

[5]

Now, the problem is oriented to find the values for the unknown

coefficients in the approximate solution ¢ (x, y) for the plane stress problem.

2.1.1 Principle of complementary strain energy. Rayleigh-Ritz method.

We shall now consider how the energy principles can be used to obtain

the values of the coefficients al,a2&a3 in the stress function ¢ (x, y) [2]. The

procedure, known as the Rayleigh-Ritz method will be used with the principle of

20



complementary strain energy. The web will be considered as an isotropic

homogeneous linearly elastic material.

The expression for the Complementary Energy II " II in the case of the

plane stress problem without body forces is given by Rivello (8). Considering the

web span as a region limited by -a ~ x ~ a and -b ~ Y ~ b, this expression

becomes:

[6]

where E w is the modulus of elasticity of the web span and u is the web's

Poisson ratio.

By using equations [2], [3], [4] and [5], we derive the expressions for

CY \' (JI. & (J" xy which are then substituted into equation [6]. After integration, an

expression is obtained for the complementary energy:

1,,=--
2Ew

32768 32b9 9 32768 65 13 22 131072 67 7 12 131072 b7--a a + a a + a a +---
3675 75075 11025 121275

II 22 131072 32bll 7 32768 32bl3 5 65536 b9 7 2 1aa + a a+ a a+ aaa+
121275 75075 11025

1024 3b7S2 5 65536 3b7 II 2 4 b5S22 32768 2269 9--a a + a Q a +- a+ a a
1575 121275 5 3675

4bS1 2 32768 65 9 12 32768 69 5 12 65536 b ll 5 3 1+ a+ a a + a a + a a a +
1575 1575 17325

1024 65 5 2 1 1024 65536 b ll 7 2 3 65536 b7 9 3 1-- a a a +--+ a a a + a a a +
225 1575 121275 11025

~b3SIS2a+ 65536 65a"a2a1
3 17325
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The Rayleigh-Ritz method employs the theory of minimum total

complementary potential (8). The total complementary strain energy is

minimized with respect to the unknown coefficients in the stress function.

Minimizing expression [7] with respect to al,a2 &a3, we get a set of three

algebraic equations as follows:

EQ = Btr = 0
1 Bal

Btr
EQ2 =-=0

Ba2

[8]

[9]

[10]

Solving the system of equation above yields the expressions for the

coefficients aI, a2 & a3 as follows:

al =_ 77 (1430a s +9477a6 b2 +74219a 4b4 +9477a 2b6 +1430b S !S'2

64 (25025a 12
+129740b

2
a 'o +911998b

4
a

8
+ 726044b 6a

6
+J

911998b sa 4 +129740b 1o a 2 + 25025b l2

a2 =_ 1001 (715a 6 + 1235b 2a 4 + 170b
4
a 2 + 22b 6 }S'2

64 (25025a 12 +129740b
2
a

10
+911998b

4
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By substituting expressions [11], [12] and [13] into the equation [2] we will

have determined an approximate solution for a web span subjected to a parabolic

traction.

2.1.2 Expressions for normal stresses, strain and deformation in the machine
direction for a web span.

Expressions for internal normal stresses in this web span problem can be

found by substituting the above determined approximate solution ¢ (XI y) 12] into

equations [3] and [4] as follows:

The internal stress in the machine direction (MD) is:

ax =51 +S2/ +~X2 _a2)2 /(al+a2x2+a3l )+1~x2 _a2Y(i -b2)+a3/

+4{x2 _a2y(i _b 2 Xal +a2x2 +a3/)+2(x2_a2y&2 _b2 ya3

The internal stress in the cross machine direction (CMD) is:

CY y =8X 2
(y2 -b 2 Y(al+a2x 2a3y 2)+16(x 2 -a 2 Xy 2 -b 2 Ya2x 2 +

4(x 2 -a 2 Xy 2 -b 2 Y(al+a2x 2a3y 2)+2(x 2 _a 2Y(y2 -b 2Ya2

114]

[15]

To find the expression for the strain in the machine direction, we use the

stress-strain relationship for a plane stress problem:
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Substituting equations [14] and [15] into [16] yields:

1
Ii =

J E",

Sl + S2y 2+ 8(x 2- a 2yy2 (al +a2x2+a3y 2)

+16(x 2_ a 2y(y2 _ b2)+a3y 2 + 4(x 2 _a 2y(y2 -b 2)

(al +a2x 2 +a3y 2 )+2(x 2 _a 2 Y(y2 _b 2 Ya3-

8x 2 (y2 -b2Y(al+a2x 2 a3y 2)+16(x 1 _a 2)

v (y2 -b2Ya2x 2+4(x 2-a2Xy 2-b 2Y(al+a2x 2a3y 2)

+ 2(x2 _a 2y(y2 _b 2ra2

[17]

Finally, the strain-displacement relationship in the machine direction is

determined by the following equation:

ou w[; =--
x ox [18]

From equation [18], we find that the web deformation is expressed by:

[19]

where f(y)is a function only of y. Solving equation [19], taking into

account that f(y)=O due to the symmetry of the web span about the y axis (at

x=O, U", =0), leads to the following expression for web deformation in the

machine direction:
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u
I

E

[20]

2.2 Beam theory to predict roller deflection due to a web tension

To find the expression for the roller deflection caused by a web tension,

we consider the equilibrium of a flexible beam subjected to a distributed load. A

roller can be satisfactorily modeled as a beam simply supported at its ends.

When no load is applied, the neutral axis of the roller lies along the y axis. Due to
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the lateral web behavior, it is convenient to fix the origin of coordinates at the

roller center (Figure 2).

•x

j 1j
f

y 1~ ~ ~
~. ,,- .................... -.....

h b

Figure 2. A roller subjected to a parabolic web tension f modeled as a simply
supported beam.

Figure 3 shows a free body diagram for a roller subjected to a web

tensionT. The experimental apparatus used in this study set the wrapping angle

¢w at 180 degrees (figures 4 and 8 to 11).
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Figure 3. Forces acting over a roller due to web tension.

The assumed parabolic web traction q is varying with respect to the y

axis. Hence, the expression for the distributed web tension f due to the web

traction" q " becomes:

where f w is the web thickness.
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Idler roller

y

Figure 4. Test section.
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In order to find the roller deflection, we will use the equilibrium equations

for a distributed load on a beam, shear, bending moment and slope. For a roller

of constant cross section, the beam equations are expressed as follows(7):

E,I, dd> =f

El d
3

u,=_V
, , dy 3

E 1
d2U,

, '--2 =-M
dy

du, = f:)

dy

[22]

[23]

[24]

[25]

where u, is the roller deflection, E, is the modulus of elasticity of the

roller material, 1, is the moment of inertia of the roller, V is the shear force, Mis

the bending moment and f:) is the slope.

The net force F over the roHer due the uniform distributed tension l is

determined by:

b ( \ 1 (S2b
2 JF = - J2tw SI + S2y2 flY = -4twb SI+--

-b 3

and the reactions at the simple supports becomes:

F (S2b
2

JF =-=-2t b 81+--
x 2 w 3

[26]

[27]

Substituting equation [21] into [22], integrating and then applying the

boundary condition at y = b, V = expression [27], yields:
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[28]

The expression for the bending moment M or curvature can be found

integrating equation [28] and using the boundary condition at y =b, M =0 as

follows:

dIu, = _1_[_21 [Sly2 + S2 y
4 : + t",b

I
(6S] + s2b 2 )1 [29]

dy 2 EJ, W 2 12 6 J

The slope of the deflection curve is found by integrating equation [29] and

enforcing the boundary condition of no slope at y = 0 I as follows:

du, =-21 .[Sly3 +S2y
5 J+ t",b

2

(6S1+S2b 2 )y
dy "6 60 6

[30]

Finally, the equation for the roller deflection is determined by integrating

equation [30] and enforcing the boundary condition u, =0 at y =b, as follows:
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2.3 Theory of lateral compression caused by roller deflection

Based on Timoshenko and Gere's theory of elastic stability (5), Shelton (4)

reasoned that the lateral compression is caused by roller curvature; and that the

lateral compressive stress responsible for wrinkles in a web, due to roller

deflection, is the compressive stress that buckles the web wrapping a cylinder.

Timoshenko and Gere (5) studied the axial compression of a curved sheet

panel. They determined, for the case of thin cylindrical shape, that the critical

stress for symmetrical buckling with respect to the axis of the cylinder has the

following expression:

[32}

where R is the nominal radius of the curved sheet and, also, of the outer

surface of the roller.

The use of the above equation has been justified by Shelton (4) in the case

of a web wrapping a roller, or the outer wraps of a wound roll.

Shelton, also, considered the effect of friction between a web and roller (4).

For a web wrinkling over a roller, a reaction force is required to sustain the

wrinkled web upon the roller surface (9). This force is denominated as the lateral

surface force f p and must be greater than the internal force J, due to the lateral
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compressive buckling stress acting on the web, for a wrinkle to be sustained in

the web as it crosses a roller.

When the pressure P between the web and roller is constant, the

maximum lateral surface force IIJ is equal to the pressure P multiplied by the

contact area and by the coefficient of friction J.1 between web and roller(4).

dllJ

P

Figure 5. Schematic of an elemental web piece at the contact area web-roller.

Figure 5 shows an elemental piece of web of the contact area between the

web and roller; using the given definition for the lateral surface force, we get:

di'l = flPdy [33]

where P is given by the equilibrium equations for a thin wall pressure

vessel, as follows:
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p =_G'_xf_w = --,-(S_1_+_S_2_y_2,,-}l,,-Y

R R
[34]

Therefore, substituting equation [34] into [33] and considering symmetry

about the x axis, we can get the expression for the lateral surface force .I~ per

unit wrap length as follows:

[35]

The expression for the maximum lateral compressive internal force If due

to buckling is given by:

[36]

where G'cr is the critical buckling stress obtained by equation [32].

2.3.1 Effect of the air film layer ho on the coefficient of friction between web

and roller.

Knox and Sweeney (10) demonstrated the existences of an air film layer ho

between web and roller due to hydrodynamic lubrication. They developed the

following expression:

[37J
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where.9 is the dynamic viscosity ofthe air (3.077*10-7 N-min/m2 @

27°C), v is the web velocity (m/min) and Tw. is the web tension.

In the case of parabolic web traction" q ", the equation [37] becomes:

2

[
129v ]3

ho = 0.6SR ( , }
81 +S2y- w

[38]

Good, Kedl and Shelton (9) analyzed the effect of the air film layer ho on

the behavior of the coefficient of friction Ji . They developed an algorithm which

relates ho' the equivalent root mean square roughness R'I

(Rq =JR'I. roller 2 + R'I.weh 2 ) and the static coefficient of friction Jist to Ji. The

algorithm is expressed as follows:

Ji =Ji.w

Ji =0

[39]

Therefore, f)l per equation [351 may be affected depending on the value of

the air film ho along the web width.

Duvall (6) found that his experimental results did not obey the theory

developed by Shelton. The experimental results matched better with the

assumption that the web assumes the shape of the deflected roller and hence

induced bending stresses in the shell of web upon the roller. Therefore, an
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additional condition of compatibility between web and roller deformations

should be considered for wrinkle formation.

2.4 Minimum parabolic traction that causes web wrinkling due to roller
curvature.

dq

Figure 6. Schematic of an elemental parabolic web traction d q applied on an

elemental web width.

Recalling the assumed expression for the parabolic web traction (equation

[1]) and based on figure 6, the expression for the net force applied, Rw ' due to

the parabolic distributed traction can be determined as follows:

b[ 82b
Z

)R w = !/" (S 1 + 82 y 2)iy = 2 t"b 8 1 + 3
[40]

Equation [40] represents the relationship between the necessary

load to transport the web Rw and the coefficients 81 and 82 which define

the parabolic distribution of the traction along the web width.
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2.4.1 Methodology to predict the minimum parabolic web traction that causes
wrinkling due to roller curvature.

The objective of this part of the research is to describe the proposed model

to predict the critical parabolic web traction for wrinkling due to roller

deflection. The iterative method was used during the theoretical computation in

this work. To perform it, a spreadsheet in the software EXCEL was utilized and

the iterative process was accomplished using the command SOLVER.

Step 1: Imaginary points along the contact line web-roller.

We will consider divided the contact line between the web span and the

deflected roller into equidistant n-points. This will assure full contact between

the roller length and the web width.

Deflecting roller

................ '

Contaclline web-roller

Web span

Parabolic web traction "q"

Figure 7. Imaginary points along the contact line web-roller.
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Step 2: Estimation of R", and S2

Now, an iterative process will be performed. It begins with the

assumption of a load R ... and a coefficient S2. The coefficient Sl can be

determined using equation [40].

Step 3: Maximum compressive stress in CMD (J'y:

With 81 & 82 from step 2 and using equation [15], the internal web stress

in the cross machine direction for each point PI ,P2 ,...Pn can be computed. It is

expected that the maximum (J' y being located at the center point on the contact

line web-roller.

Step 4: Critical buckling stress eTa'

The critical compressive stress for buckling will be determined by

equation [32].

Step 5: Web deformation at the contact line web-roller u...

With 81 & 82 from step 2 and using equation [20], the web deformation

for each point PI' P2 ,...p" can be found.

Step 6: Roller deflection u r •

Substituting 81 & 82 into equation [31] will allow us to compute the roller

deflection for each point PI' P2 ,...p" along the contact line web-roller.

Step 7: Compatibility between roller deflection ur and web deformation
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Next, we determine the error or difference between the web deformation

and the roller deflection for each point PI' P2 ,...p" . The summation of errors will

be referred to as compatibility error or sum-error.

Step 8: Lateral surface force per unit length Ill.

Substituting 81 & 82 into equation [38], the air film thickness ho for each

point PI' P2 ,···Pn will be found. According to the algorithm [39], the lateral

surface force per unit length can be determined using equation [35].

Step 9: Lateral compressive force per unit length f, .

The lateral compressive force per unit length can be calculated by

equation [36].

Step 10: Stress wrinkling condition.

Is the maximum CY y obtained in step 3 equal to CYer given by step 4?

If YES go to step 11.

If NO go to step 2.

Step 11: Compatibility wrinkling condition.

Is sum-'error or compatibility error in step 7 negligible (less than 1-2%)?

If YES go to step 12.

If NO go to step 2 and assume a new value for S2.

Step 12: Frictional wrinkling condition.

Is .ill obtained in step 8 greater than I, given in step 9?
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-

If YES, Rw is the minimum net wrinkling load to be applied in web

handling equipment. 81 & 82 are the coefficients that when placed into the

equation [1], describe the minimum parabolic web traction responsible to

wrinkle the web that wraps a roller due to roller deflection.

If NO go to step 2 and increment R",
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The objective of this part of the study is to describe the steps taken during

the experimental process of this research. It covers a brief description of the

testing machine, material selection, roller design based on initial estimations, and

a description of the experimental procedure.

3.1 Testing machine

Web wrinkling experiments were performed in the Web Handling

Research Center at OSU. The testing machine is shown below in Figures 8 to 10.

Figure 8. Testing Machine in the WHRC at OSU.
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Figure 9. Testing Machine in the WHRC at OSU.

Figure 10. Testing Machine in the WHRC at OSU.
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The general layout of the web on the testing machine is shown in Figure

11.

Deflecting roller

Unwinding roller
(braked)

Adjustable web
span

R-1

Idler rollers

Powered winding
roller

Web tension load
cell

o
Tachometer

Figure 11. General layout of the web line on the testing machine.

The experimental testing machine is able to produce a maximum tensile

load of 89 N (20 lb±). This load is created by an adjustable magnetic brake system

at the unwinding roller. The desired value of the load is the result of the tension

difference between the powered winding roller and the required brake during

the unwinding operation. The applied tensile load over the web can be

monitored in a digital tension readout indicator with a resolution no less than

1/10 lbf. This indicator receives the corresponding signal from a tension

transducer located at the idler roller R-l (Figure 11).
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The web velocity is set in a digital panel that controls the speed of the

powered winding roller. During the experiments, the minimum testing velocity

was of the order of 13 m/min (40 fpm) and the maximum of the order of 40

m/ min (130 fpm). The web span between the deflecting roller and the idler

rollers can be adjusted manually. This testing machine has a minimum web span

of 254 mrn (10 in.) and a maximum value of 610 nun (24 in.); however, those web

span limits may vary depending on the roller sizes. The web spans chosen in this

study were 381 nun (15 in.) and 508 mm (20 in.). As mentioned previously, all

experiments were done using an angle of wrap of 180 degrees.

3.2 Web properties and dimensions.

Web wrinkling tests were performed on films with the following

characteris tics:

Material: Polyester.

Modulus of elasticity ( Ew.): 4140 MPa (600468 psi )

Poisson's ratio: 0.3

Web width: 152.4 nun (6 in.)

Web thickness: a - Gauge 48 (12 Microns or 4.72 *10-4 in.)

b- Gauge 92 (23 Microns or 9'" 10-4 in.)

c- Gauge 142 (36 Microns or 1.4 '" 10-3 in.)
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3.3 Roller properties and dimensions.

Roller design started with the material selection. Several factors had an

influence in making this decision. Among them were: a desired considerable

material flexibility, testing machine limitations (e.g. max. tensile load =89 N (20

lbf.)), costs, availability, and weight. PVC pipe having a Young's modulus of

approximately 1800 MPa (261000 psi) was selected.

In order to find the proper outer diameter and wall thickness of the roller,

initial estimations were made taking into consideration the following conditions:

maximum testing load = 89 N (20 lbf), roller length equals to the web width, a

desired low roller stiffness, web spans of 381 mm (15 in.) and 508 rnm (20 in.),

and the material's ability to cause wrinkles.

The result was the following three rollers: a) Nominal diameter of 31.75

mm (1 % in.), schedule 20, b) Nominal diameter of 38.10 mm (1 V2 in.) schedule

20, and c) Nominal diameter of 50.80 rnm (2 in.), schedule 20.

The study of the roller deflections was necessary in this research. The

experimental roller deflections were measured with two micrometers with a

resolution of 1/100 rnm or 5/10000 inch. One micrometer was located so that it

could measure the deflection at roller center. The other micrometer was able to

detect the deflection at the roller edge, note Figure 12.
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Figure 12. 31.75 mm (1 112 in.) roller assembled with the two micrometers on the
testing machine. Web is Polyester gauge 92.

3.4 Experimental Procedure.

Having fully defined web and roller characteristics, each roller was tested

on the testing machine using different thickness polyester films. The

experimental procedure follows:

For a given roller size, polyester film and a fixed web span, each test

began by setting the web tensile load and web velocity. Then, progressively, the

web tension was increased in intervals of approximately 2lbf until a wrinkle

formed in the web wrapping the deflecting roller. The wrinkling load was
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recorded from readings in the digital tension readout and the roller deflections

from the micrometers.

After that, the applied tension was reduced to a minimum value. The

velocity was set to a new value and the web load was increased again until the

new minimum load to form wrinkles was found.

The same procedure was repeated for each roller size, polyester caliper

and web span. The data obtained were processed in order to compare with the

theoretical computations obtained under the same conditions.

3.5 Web and roller surface roughness

The surface roughness of the tested polyester films is an important

property used to determine the lateral surface force j/.1 by algorithm [39}. For

that reason each type of polyester film (gauge 48,92 and 142) was tested in the

Web Handling Research Center using a" Surftest Analyzer and Surftest 402" a

surface profilometer manufactured by Mitutoyo Corporation. Pieces of web were

located on a very smooth surface (glass) and several surface roughness readings

were obtained.

Similar to the surface roughness tests done on the polyester films, the

surface roughness of the rollers were obtained using the Surfatest Analyzer. Data
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along lines parallel to the cylindrical axis at the external surface of the rollers

were recorded.

3.6 Coefficient of friction between web and roller.

Several tests were conducted in order to measure the experimental

coefficient of friction between the web and roller surfaces. These tests consisted

of registering the maximum load just when the slippage impediment between

the web and roller was broken. Using the brand-brake equation, we could find

the value of the respective coefficient of friction.

1 PI
II =-In- [41]
,-S( P

CfJw 2

where PI is the maximum force to break the slippage impediment, P2 is the

weight of a dummy body, CfJ",is the angle of wrap of the web over the roller and

iiI( is the static coefficient of friction.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Experimental Wrinkling Conditions

After performing several experiments, web wrinkles were formed on each

of the tested rollers and the polyester films at different spans and velocities. The

only exception was the 50.80 mm (2 in.) roller. This roller only allowed wrinkle

existence for polyester gauge 48, web span of 381 mm (15 in.) and speed of 13

mjmin (42 fpm).

It was noted that prior to wrinkle formation at the web over the roller,

many troughs appeared at the web span (Figure 13). It confirmed what Shelton

(4) established. The compressive stress that buckles the web wrapping a roller is

greater than the compressive stress that wrinkles a web span.
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Figure 13. Troughs at the web span before wrinkling formation in the web
wrapping the roller. Note that even though the span has troughs, the web

wrapping the roller is uncorrugated. Roller: 31.75 mm (1 % in.), web: Polyester
gauge 48, span: 508 mm (20 in.) and velocity: 14 m/min (47 fpm).

During the tests, wrinkles over the deflecting roller initially appeared

approximately at the central region of the roller. Then, they moved from the

roller center to the left roller edge or right roller edge. At the edges, the wrinkles

disappeared to repeat the cycle with a new wrinkle. Only wrinkles in the

machine direction were formed during these experiments. Figures 14 to 18 show

several examples of web wrinkles that were formed during the experimental part

of this research.
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Figure 14. Initial wrinkling formation. Wrinkle initially appeared at the roller
center. Roller: 31.75 mm (1 % in.), Polyester gauge 48, span: 508 mm (20 in.) and

velocity: 14 m/min (47 fpm).

Figure 15. Web wrinkling over the roller. Note how the wrinkle initially at the
roller center is moving to the roller edge. Roller: 31.75 mm (1 % in')1 Polyester

gauge 481 span: 508 mm (20 in.) and velocity: 14 m/min (47 fpm).
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Figure 16. Initial wrinkling formation on the 38.10 nun (1 1/2 in.) roller, Polyester
gauge 92, span: 508 mm (20 in.) and velocity: 29 m/min (95 fprn). Wrinkles were

initially formed at the center of the web.

Figure 17. Web wrinkling over the 38.10 mm (11/2 in.) roller, Polyester gauge 48,
span: 508 mm (20 in.) and velocity: 29 m/ min (95 fpm).
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Figure 18. Web wrinkling over the 50.80 nun (2 in.) roller, Polyester gauge 48,
span: 381 nun (15 in.) and velocity 13 m/min (42 fpm).

The experimental data obtained from the performed tests were recorded

in tables in order to be analyzed and compared with the theoretical calculations.

The recorded data were the minimum experimental tensile loads requir d

to wrinkle the web films over the roller and the deflections at the roller edge and

at the center.

Each of the tables shows the experimental data for a particular web span

and web caliper tested to a set of three different web speeds. The relative center

deflections (difference between roller deflections at the center and at the edge)

are also indicated. As an example, Tables 1 and 2 are displayed in the following

pages. They indicate the experimental data for 31.75 mm (1 % in.) and 38.10 mm

(11/2 in.) rollers at web span of 381 mm (15 in.).
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Table 1

Minimum Load required to get Web Wrinkling
Experimental Data

Roller: 31.75 mm(1 V4")
Web: Polyester Gauge

48
Web Span: 381 mm {IS")

a) Web velocity= 14.32 mlmin

Test Experimental Center deflection Edge deflection Relative center
load deflection
(N) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 15.12 0.03 0.01 0.02
2 13.80 0.03 0.01 0.02
3 12.45 0.03 0.01 0.02
4 16.45 0.03 0.01 0.02
5 16.01 0.03 0.01 0.02
6 19.26 0.04 0.01 0.03
7 17.35 0.04 0.01 0.03

b) Web velocity= 29 mlmin

Test Experimental Center defl.ection Edge deflection Relative center
load deflection
(N) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 21.00 0.04 0.01 0.03

2 22.24 0.04 0.01 0.03

3 22.00 0.04 0.01 0.03

4 17.40 0.04 0.01 0.03

5 22.70 0.04 0.01 0.03

6 18.00 0.04 0.01 0.03

7 18.70 0.04 0.01 0.03

c) Web velocity= 42.4 mlmin

Test Experimental Center defl.ection Edge defl.ection Relative center
load deflection

(N) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 23.13 0.04 0.01 0.03

2 24.02 0.04 0.01 0.03

3 21.00 0.04 0.01 0.03

4 22.70 0.04 0.01 0.03

5 22.24 0.04 0.01 0.03

6 21.35 0.04 0.01 0.03

7 23.60 0.04 0.01 0.03
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Table 2

Minimum Load required to get Web Wrinkling
Experimental Data

Roller: 38.10mm
(11/2")

Web: Polyester Gauge 48
Web Span: 381 mm (15")

a) Web velocity= 13 mlmin

Test Experimental Center deflection Edge Relative center
load deflection deflection
(N) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 18.23 0.03 0.02 0.01
2 19.60 0.04 0.02 0.02
3 21.00 0.04 0.02 0,02
4 24.02 0,05 0.02 0.03
5 20.50 0,04 0.02 0.02
6 16.46 0.03 0.02 om

b) Web velocity= 27 mlmin

Test Experimental Center deflection Edge Relative center
load deflection deflection
(N) (mm.) (mm) (mOl)

1 22.70 0.04 0.02 0.02
2 25.35 0.04 0.02 0.02

3 25.80 0.05 0.02 0.03

4 25.35 0.04 0.02 0.02

5 23.57 0.04 0.02 0.02

6 26.24 0.05 0.02 0,03

c) Web velocity= 41 mlmin

Test Experimental Center deflection Edge Relative center
load deflection deflection

(N) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 29.36 0.05 0.02 0.03

2 26.24 0.04 0.02 0.02

3 25.35 0.04 0.02 0.02

4 27.57 0.04 0.02 0.02

5 28.47 0.05 0.02 0.03

6 22.70 0.05 0.02 0.03
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4.2 Experimental Web and Roller Roughness

Table 3 registers the experimental data obtained for the surface roughness

of the different web calipers and tested rollers:

Table 3

Web surface roughness It Rq, web It

(10-4 mm)

Test gauge 48 gauge 92 gauge 142

1 6.6 6.6 3.3
2 3.0 2.5 3.6
3 2.3 9.4 5.3
4 6.1 10.2 7.6
5 4.8 1.8 4.1
6 3.0 2.0

7 3.3 5.8

Average= 4.2 5.s 4.8

Roller surface roughness It Rq, roller
It

(10-4 mm)

Test 31.75mm diam. 38.10 mm diam. 50.80 mm diam.

1 15.2 10.9 8.9

2 15.0 19.8 14.5

3 17.5 12.2 18.3

Average= 15.9 14.3 13.9
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4.3 Coefficient of Friction between Web and Roller

The following experimental table was obtained from the test performed

on each roller and web caliper and using the brand-brake equation:

Table 4

Coefficient of friction web-roller

Test

1 1/4"
1 1/2 "

2 "
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CHAPTERS

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

5.1 Initial theoretical computations.

Initial theoretical computations were done based on the method described

in 2.4.1 of Chapter 2. The goal of these calculations was to find simultaneous

fulfillment of the theoretical wrinkling conditions (stress, compatibility and

frictional) .

The mathematical expressions to perform the initial computations for each

roller diameter, web caliper, span and web speed are indicated in Chapter 2. The

iterative process explained in the proposed methodology was accomplished by

using a spreadsheet in the software EXCEL.

As an example of the initial computations, results and graphs for the case

of 31.75 mm (1% in.) roller, polyester gauge 48, span of 381 mm (15 in.) and

velocity of 14.32 m/min (47 fpm) are given below:
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Results of Theoretical Computations

Roller: PVC Diam.: 31.75 mm, Web: Polyester, gauge 48, 5pan: 381 mm

Web veloc.= 13 m/min

Min. Load (Rw theor.)=

Traction Coeff. 51=

911

20.69

Lbf or

N/mm"2

0Al-0

40.51

and 52=

Newtons

0.0008 N/mm"4

·'00

-1 60

web w idlh/roller length (mm)

100

Ocr

Figure 19. Theoretical stress wrinkling condition. Lateral compressive stress due
to web traction (J" y vs. Critical buckling stress (J"tr
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Figure 20. Theoretical compatibility wrinkling condition. Web deformation uw
vs. roller deflection ur .
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Figure 21. Theoretical frictional wrinkling condition. Lateral surface force f~ VS.

lateral internal force fi .
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Similar theoretical computations and graphs were done for each roller size

and web caliper at fixed spans and velocities. For all calculations the following

were noted:

1) The frictional wrinkling condition is overly satisfied when the

maximum compressive internal stress O"y (at the roller center) is equal

to the critical buckling stress 0" cr ' and web deformation at the contact

line is very close to roller deflection. Therefore, meeting the stress and

compatibility wrinkling conditions, the frictional condition was

automatically satisfied.

2) For each roller size, web span, and web caliper, the results for

wrinkling conditions did not vary for the velocities used in the

experiments.

5.2 Comparison between experimental results and initial theoretical
computations.

A comparative study between the experimental data and the initial

calculations was performed in order to analyze the results and accuracy of the

proposed model.
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5.2.1 Minimum load Rw required to get web wrinkling.

Figures 22 to 27 compare the experimental minimum load required to get

wrinkles Rw exp. and the corresponding theoretical value. These are based on the

initial computations Rjheor. for 31.75 mm (11/( in.) roUer, polyester gauge 48

and 38.10 rom (1 1/2 in.) roller, polyester gauges 92 and 142. Although the figures

below represent only six cases out of thirteen computed and tested in the lab,

they describe the pattern observed for all cases.

It was noted that the minimum theoretical wrinkling loads were, always,

more than double the experimental values.
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Figure 22. Minimum theoretical load R.•Jheor. according to initial calculations vs.

experirnentalloads R.... exp. for 31.75 mm (1 % in.) roller, polyester gauge 48,

span = 381 rom at 14, 29 and 42 rn/ min.
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Figure 23. Minimum theoretical load R... theor. according to initial calculations Ys.

experimental loads Rw expo for 31.75 mm (1% in.) roller, polyester gauge 48,

span = 508 rnrn at 13, 29 and 41 m/min.
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Figure 24. Minimum theoretical load Rwtheor. according to initial calculations vs.

experimental loads Rw exp. for 38.10 mm (11/2 in.) roller, polyester gauge 92, span

= 381 mm at 14, 27 and 41 m/min.
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Figure 25. Minimum theoretical load R•.,theor. according to initial calculations vs.

experimentalloadsRw expo for 38.10 mrn (11/2 in. ) roller, polyester gauge 92,

span = 508 mm at 13,28 and 41 m/min.
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Figure 26. Minimum theoretical load Rwtheor. according to initial calculations vs.

experimentalloadsR", expo for 38.10 mrn (11/2 in.) roller, polyester gauge 142,

span = 381 mrn at 13, 30 and 40 m/min.
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Figure 27. Minimum theoretical load Rwtheor. according to initial calculations vs.

experimental loads Rw exp. for 38.10 mm (11/2 in. )roller, polyester gauge 142,

span = 508 rom at 12, 30 and 39 m/ min.

5.2.2 Roller deflection at the center U r-('('lIIer under wrinkling conditions.

Figures 28 to 32 exhibit the comparison between theoretical roller center

deflections according to initial computations and the experimental relative

deflections obtained in WHRC for the same cases mentioned in 5.2.1.

For all cases displayed, the theoretical roller center deflections were very

high when compared with the experimental relative roller deflections at the

center. The deviations between theoretical and experimental values were in the

range from 2 to 4.
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Figure 28. Theoretical roller center deflection U ,-Ihm, according to initial

computations vs. experimental relative deflections u,_exp for 31.75 mm (1 %. in.)

roller, polyester gauge 48, span = 381 mm at 14, 29 and 42 m/min.
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Figure 29. Theoretical roller center deflection U '-fhe", according to initial

computations vs. experimental relative deflections u,-exp for 31.75 mm (1 %. in.)

roller, polyester gauge 48, span =508 mm at 13, 29 and 40 fpm.
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Figure 30. Theoretical roller center deflection U ,-,hear according to initial

computations vs. experimental relative deflections u r - exp for 38.10 mm (1 V2 in.)

rollerJ polyester gauge 92J span = 381 mm at 14J 27 and 41 rn/min.
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Figure 31. Theoretical roller center deflection Ur-Ilwor according to initial

computations vs. experimental relative deflection u r - exp for 38.10 mm (1 1/2 in.)

rollerJ polyester gauge 92J span = 508 mm at 13J 28 and 41 m/min.
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Figure 32. Theoretical roller center deflection UHiI,'or according to initial

computations vs. experimental relative deflections u r - exp for 38.10 mm (11/2 in.)

roller, polyester gauge 142, span =381 mrn at 13, 30 and 40 rn/min.
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Figure 33. Theoretical roller center deflection Ur-thcur according to initial

computations vs. experimental relative deflections ur- cxp for 38.10 mm (11/2 in.)

roller, polyester gauge 142, span = 508 mm at 12,30 and 39 m/min.
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5.2.3 Discussion

The comparison between the theoretical loads and deflections, based on

the initial computations, and the experimental values obtained in the lab did not

match. These differences make the predictions unacceptable.

Three (3) important factors may be observed:

a- A large difference between the minimum wrinkling theoretical loads

R.,)heor. and the experimental values Rw exp .. The theoretical loads

were very high compared with the experimental ones, in some cases

the predicted load would be impossible to reach at the testing machine,

but / during the corresponding experiments, we acquired wrinkles

under less loading conditions.

b- Very high theoretical roller deflections at the center Ur-t""or compared

with the experimental relative deflections U r-exp . This notable

theoretical-experimental deviation for the roller deflection can be

interpreted as follows: the roller should be subjected to a load greater

than the minimum required to wrinkle the web in order to meet the

theoretical stress and compatibility wrinkling conditions.

c- The large high values for the lateral surface force 111 at the roller

center, with respect to the internal forces ~ / seem to support the

inference about an excessive computed load. A high RJheor.impIies
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high Sl and S2 that increase the value of fI-J according to equation

[35].

In order to analyze in detail our hypothesis, we computed the internal

web stress in CMD (Y y (equation [15]) and the roller center deformation Ur-CClller

(equation [31]) using the experimental loads obtained during the tests.

Figures 34 to 39 show the comparison between the internal web stress

with the roller under the experimental loads, and the respective critical buckling

stress for roller sizes 31.75 rnrn (1 % in.) and 38.10 nun (11/2 in.) and web

thickness of gauge 48, 92 and 142 as follows:
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Figure 34. Theoretical internal stress in CMD (Y y vs. critical buckling stress (Y cr at

experimental net forces R... exp. for 31.75 mm (1 % in.) roller, polyester gauge 48

and span = 381 nun.
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Figure 35. Theoretical internal stress in CMD a y vs. critical buckling stress a r

at experimental net forces Rw expo for 31.75 nun (11/.~ in.) roller, polyester gauge

48 and span= 508 mm.
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Figure 36. Theoretical internal stress in CMD a y vs. critical buckling stress a"r at

experimental net forces R", exp. for 38.10 mm (11/2 in.) roller, polyester gauge 92

and span = 381 mm.
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Figure 37. Theoretical internal stress in CMD a y YS. critical buckling stress a c,

at experimental net forces Rw expo for 38.10 mrn (11/2 in.) roller, Polyester gauge

92 and span= 508 mm.
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Figure 38. Theoretical internal stress in CMD a y YS. critical buckling stress a,., at

experimental net forces Rw expJor 38.10 mm (11/2 in.) roller, Polyester gauge 142

and span= 381 mrn..
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Figure 37. Theoretical internal stress in CMD a y vs. critical buckling stress a a

at experimental net forces Rw exp. for 38.10 nun (11/2 in.) roller, Polyester gauge

92 and span= 508 nun.
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Figure 39. Theoretical internal stress in CMD a y vs. critical buckling stress a cr at

experimental net forces Rw exp .for 38.10 mm (1 V2 in.) roller, polyester gauge 142

and span = 508 mm.

As can be seen from figures 34 to 39, the internal web stress a y is not

large enough, itself, to produce simultaneously stress, compatibility, and

frictional wrinkling conditions. For that reason, the iterative predictive

computation on our spreadsheet needed to assume a greater load (than the

minimum required for wrinkling) to achieve the simultaneous presence of the

three mentioned wrinkling conditions.

The theoretical roller center deflections with the roller under the

experimental loads, and the experimental relative deflections are compared in

Figures 40 to 45.
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Figure 40. Theoretical (ur.theor.) vs. experimental (ur exp.) roller center

deflections at experimental loads Rw exp. for 31.75 rnm (1 % in.) roller,

polyester gauge 48 and span = 381 mm at 14,29 and 42 m/min.
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Figure 41. Theoretical (ur.theor.) vs. experimental (ur exp.) roller center

deflections at experimental loads Rw exp. for 31.75 nun (1% in.) roller, polyester

gauge 48 and span = 508 nun at 13, 29 and 41 m/ min.
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Figure 42. Theoretical (U r. theor. ) vs. experimental (u r exp.) roller center

deflections at experimental loads Rw exp. for 38.10 nun (11/2 in.) roller,

polyester gauge 92 and span = 381 mm at 14,27 and 41 m/min.
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Figure 43. Theoretical (U r. thear. ) vs. experimental (ur exp.) roller center

deflections at experimental loads Rw exp. for 38.10 nun (11/2 in.) roller,

polyester gauge 92 and span = 508 nun at 13, 28 and 41 rn/ min.
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Figure 44. Theoretical (ur.theor.) vs. experimental (u r exp.) roller center

deflections at experimental loads Rw expo for 38.10 mm (11/2 in.) roller, polyester

gauge 142 and span = 15 inches at 13, 30 and 40 m/min.
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Figure 45. Theoretical (ur.theor.) vs. experimental (u r exp.) roller center

deflections at experimental loads Rw expo for 38.10 mm (11/2 in.) roller, polyester

gauge 142 and span = 508 mm at 12, 30 and 39 m/min.
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From Figures 40 to 45, we can observe that under the experimental loads,

the proposed method gives us an acceptable correlation between theoretical and

experimental roller deflections at its center. Now, the problem is focused on

correcting the necessary stress that satisfies the stress wrinkling condition and

correlates with the experimental data.

5.3 Modified Stress Wrinkling Condition.

Duvall (6) found, in his experimental research, that the theoretical roller

bending strain matched better than Shelton's proposed strain (strain caused by

steering of the deflected roller) for his particular model.

In our case, we can not simply substitute the internal web stress in CMD,

0"\ ' by the roller bending stress because of the likeness between theoretical and

experimental roller center deflections shown in figures 40 to 45.

The theoretical roller deflection u, (equation [31]) is a function of roller

properties and dimensions, web thickness and the numerical coefficients 81

and 52 of the parabolic web traction q. This web traction is responsible, at the

same time, for the roller deflection and the web deformation. Therefore our

assumption is based on the web is subjected simultaneously to the internal stress
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a y that is stretching it, plus the roller bending stress (J'h that is imparted to the

web in contact with the roller, so that the web can assume the same roller shape.

The maximum compressive stress due to roller bending is located on the

top surface of the roller and contributes, with the internal web stress, to surpass

the critical stress for buckling.

Now, the stress wrinkling condition becomes:

[42]

where a ty is the total stress in the cross machine direction and is given by

the following expression:

[43]

where a,. is the internal web stress in CMD (equation [15]) and a h is the

maximum bending roller stress.

The expression for the maximum compressive stress on the roBer surface

due to bending is:

)
d2ur

a h =Ew-CMI) (R + t w -2-
dy

[44]

where Ew_cMDis the modulus of elasticity in the cross machine direction.
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In the development of this study, we have considered the web as an

isotropic material; accepting that this assumption is not rigorously true, we can

assume:

E w - CMD == Ew-MD {45]

New computations based on the modified stress wrinkling conditions

(equation [42]) in the proposed method were done to find the minimum

theoretical loads to achieve wrinkles and the roller center deflections. These

theoretical values are compared with the experimental ones in figures 46 to 57 as

follows:
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Figure 46. Minimum theoretical load R..Jheor. considering total stress in CMD

(Y,y vs. experimental loads R", expo for 31.75 mm (1 % in.) roller, polyester gauge

48, span = 381 rnrn at 14, 29 and 42 mjmin.
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Figure 47. Minimum theoretical load R,)heor. considering total stress in CMD

eYe> vs. experimental loads Rw expo for 31.75 rnm (1% in.) roller, polyester gauge

48, span = 508 mrn at 13, 29 and 41 rn/ min.
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Figure 48. Minimum theoretical load Rwtheor. considering total stress in CMD

eY')' vs. experirnentalloads R... exp. for 38.10 nun (1 V2 in.) roller, polyester gauge

92, span = 381 rnm at 14,27 and 41 rn/min.
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Figure 49. Minimum theoretical load R•.,theor. considering total stress in CMD

(Jty vs. experimental loads Rw exp. for 38.10 mm (11/2 in.) roller, polyester gauge

92, span = 508 mm at 13,28 and 41 m/min.
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Figure 50. Minimum theoretical load R,.,theor. considering total stress in CMD

(J't)' vs. experimental loads Rw expo for 38.10 mm (1 1/2 in.) roller, polyester gauge

142, span =381 mm at 13,30 and 40 m/min.
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Figure 51. Minimum theoretical load R.,.,theor. considering total stress in CMD

0"1)' vs. experimental loads Rw expo for 38.10 nun (11/2 in.)roHer, polyester gauge

142, span = 508 nun at 12, 30 and 39 m/ min.
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Figure 52. Theoretical (Ur (heor.) vs. experimental (ur exp.) roller center

deflections considering total stress in CMD 0",)' for 31.75 mm (1% in.) roller,

polyester gauge 48 and span = 381 mm at 14,29 and 42 m/min.
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Figure 53. Theoretical (U r theor.) vs. experimental (u r exp.) roller center

deflections considering total stress in CMD (Y,y for 31.75 mm (1 % in.) roller,

polyester gauge 48 and span = 508 mm at 13, 29 and 41 rn/ min.
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Figure 54. Theoretical (U r theor.) vs. experimental (u r exp.) roller center

deflections considering total stress in CMD a ty for 38.10 mm (11/2 in.) roller,

polyester gauge 92 and span = 381 mm at 14, 27 and 41 m/min.
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Figure 55. Theoretical (U r theor.) vs. experimental (u r exp.) roller center

deflections considering total stress in CMD (jIY for 38.10 rom (1 1/2 in.) roller,

polyester gauge 92 and span = 508 rom at 13, 28 and 41 m/ min.
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Figure 56. Theoretical (U r theor.) vs. experimental (u r exp.) roller center

deflections considering total stress in CMD (jly for 38.10 mm (11/2 in.) roller,

polyester gauge 142 and span = 381 mm at 13, 30 and 40 m/min.
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Figure 57. Theoretical (urtheor.) vs. experimental (ur exp.) roller center

deflections considering total stress in CMD CJ(y for 38.10 nun (1 1/2 in.) roller,

polyester gauge 142 and span = 508 mm at 12,30 and 39m/min.

Table 5 shows the comparison between the theoretical wrinkling loads

and the mean values for the experimental wrinkling loads obtained from the

testing machine. The standard deviations for the experimental values are also

indicated.
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Table 5
Theoretical wrinkling loads Rw theor. vs. mean values for the experimental loads Rw expo

(for all tested cases)

Mean values for Rwexp Stand. dey. of Rw exp
Case Description Rwtheor. Rwexp. SD Rwexp.

(Newtons) (Newtons) (Newtons)
1 Roller: 31.75 mm, Web: 17.17 19.51 0.77

gauge 48, span:381 mm.

2 Roller: 31.75 mm, Web: 19.70 19.00 0.58
gauge 48, span:508 mm.

3 Roller: 31.75 mm, Web: 34.38 37.26 1.69
gauge92, span:381 mm.

4 Roller: 31.75 mm, Web: 39.05 39.57 1.03
gauge 92, span:S08 mm.

5 Roller: 31.75 mm, Web: 55.29 56.61 1.84
gauge 142, span:381 mm.

6 Roller: 31.75 mm, Web: 62.76 71.04 2.56
gauge 142, span:508 mm.

7 Roller: 38.10 mm, Web: 21.13 23.80 0.80
gauge 48, span:381 mm.

8 Roller. 38.10 mm, Web: 23.93 23.62 0.73
gauge 48, span:508 mm.

9 Roller. 38.10 mm, Web: 42.08 46.53 1.51
gauge 92, span:381 mm.

10 Roller. 38.10 mm, Web: 46.62 48.31 1.43
gauge 92, span:508 mm.

11 Roller. 38.10 mm, Web: 66.05 63.38 2.23
gauge 142, span:381 mm.

12 Roller. 38.10 mm, Web: 74.82 67.88 1.67
gauge 142, span:508 mm.

13 Roller: 58.10 mm, Web: 90.29 94.74 0.98
gauge 48, span:381 mm.

As can be seen in the figures 46 to 57 and Table 5, the assumption that the

web is bearing simultaneously the internal stress in CMD and the bending stress,

agrees more closely with the experimental results. This gives a better relationship

between the theoretical wrinkling loads and roller center deflections and the

experimental ones.
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Figures 58 to 60 show how the frictional wrinkling condition is satisfied

for the cases studied. No relevant change in the lateral surface force f was
IJ

observed at the different tested velocities for each roller.
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Figure 58. Lateral surface force f" vs. internal force .I: considering O'ty for 31.75

rom (1 % in.) roller and polyester gauge 48 at the tested velocities.
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Figure 59. Lateral surface force f
p

vs. internal force f considering ()ty for 38.10

mm (11/2 in.) roller and polyester gauge 92 at the tested velocities.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The intent of this study was to develop a practical model to predict web

wrinkling due to roller deflection based on the theory of elasticity, by using

Shelton's theory and previous works in this area. The result was a theoretical

procedure that allows an acceptable accuracy within the experimental data. Some

of the important conclusions that were drawn from the theoretical and

experimental work described above are given below.

1. A parabolic web traction in the machine direction is responsible for the

roller deflection and web deformation in the same direction. When this

traction reaches a critical value, wrinkles start appearing within the

web wrapping the deflected roller.

2. The minimum parabolic web traction that produces web wrinkling

over the roller is unique and its distribution along the web width is

governed by two (2) numerical coefficients developed in this study

(51&52).

3. As a consequence of that parabolic web traction, three (3) simultaneous

conditions are required to be present for web wrinkles over a deflected

roller, they are:
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• The maximum total web stress in the cross machine direction should be

greater or equal than the critical buckling stress for a cylindrical web shell

without internal pressure. This maximum total stress is the result of the

maximum internal web stress due to the parabolic web traction, and the

maximum roller stress due to bending.

• The web must assume the shape of the deflected roller. For this reason, at the

contact area, the web deformation in the machine direction should match

with the roller deflection.

• The frictional force between web and roller should be greater than the

internal force due to web buckling. This frictional force is affected by the

coefficient of friction web-roller and by the thickness of the air film between

web and roller.

The model given above describes the general situation of the wrinkling of

webs due to roller curvature. Further studies should consider additional web and

roller sizes and materials, spans, and velocities that can have a major effect on

the web lateral slippage over the roller.

Since most webs are not isotropic materials, the effect of web anisotropy

on the web wrinkles due to roller curvature should also be investigated in future

studies.
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